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About This Game

Okay, beanface. Take a breath. Close your eyes for a second. You've got a blind date tonight. You've got this! It's gonna be
simple: show up, chew your food like a gentleman, laugh, try not to spittle, have a good time, who knows what's gonna happen

next.

But.. what if she thinks you're ugly? Or your breath smells, or she figured out about that mole? Or you say something really
embarrassing or you dribble something on your shirt? What if the food at the restaurant is too fancy and she laughs at the way
you can't pronounce acaí? What if you can't think of anything to talk about? What if everything goes horribly wrong and you

end up in a gulag in some foreign country?

Or... what if it goes well, you laugh, share a few drinks?

Life's a constantly evolving, unfolding series of possibilities. You got this. You can do it. And heck, if everything goes sideways,
you can always try again...

Key Features:

Over 14 possible endings.
Dazzle your date.
Meet a goose
Travel to foreign lands
Discover secrets
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7
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Quite literally unplayable for me. It might be something to do with my PC. But i've tried changing all the settings to low. But the
menu lags like a motherf****r. So i can't change settings or even try to play the game. I'd wait until it's more stable.. A verry
good game.. there is never any servers. this has to be the most pointless zombie shoter game ive ever played! running past the
zombies , they dont attack , standing right next to zombies they dont attack! ive had more fun playing with windows 95 paint !
do not buy !. achievement easy af also fun puzzle. I loved Puzzle Quest, Puzzle Kingdoms and Clash of Heroes, but Gyromancer
is the first game of this match-3/RPG hybrid genre that I just don't find fun at all. There's no equipment, no choices when
levelling, you only get one unit in a fight, you can only have 3 units in your "roster" at a time and have to take into a map and
have to pay in-game currency each time you want to replace one, the overland movement in a map is sloooow, as is the actual
combat. Some parts of a map don't open up until you defeat the boss - and then you're dumped straight to level selection so you
have to start the map over from the beginning if you want to explore it further. And the enemies in a fight don't even make
moves the way you do - instead they automatically gain action points (or whateve their called) and then place countdown tiles
similar to the way goons do it in Marvel Puzzle Quest.

And I had to use a third party utility to limit the framerate to 60, becuase the game insisted on putting my GPU at 96% load for
800-1500fps, and the ATI drivers were as useless at forcing vsync as they always are.

Really, the only reason you might want to play this game is the "rotation" mechanic for gem matching which I haven't seen in
any other Puzzle Quest style game. And I personally don't like it, but some might find it a refreshing change of pace.

The story seemed ok so far, but I honestly don't want to keep playing the game just to find out what happens.. It was fun, had a
lot of new weapons ands armor, but it was too short for a dlc. I recommend it though.
. This DLC has some of the better images available (in my opinion of course). The price seems fair for what you get.

Random comments:
"Elephant Herd" was not as hard as it looked.
All pros, no cons. It's hard to beat 3 bucks for a few good pictures!
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This is such a fun time killer. I keep hoping that I have the fastest run on each level every time ... but I do not. Definitely worht
the cost of admission.. the game is glitched and you cant actually play it on pc

you can play it on xbox and ps4 and stuff but not on pc

a waste of money. Lots of fun! But a bit short.. Game is awesome, I played this♥♥♥♥♥♥everyday in Middle School. Only
downside is the cost. Should have been at least 10 dollars or less seeing as it’s an upgraded version of a free browser game..
llesbians kind of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off
just like in general idk why seems fake to me. This DLC should have never exist. I hope guy responsible for this DLC lose his
job. Authors of this DLC should apologize and delate this DLC. They should pretend that's never existed.. Multiplayer not
working, graphic layer bugs and bad menu interactivity. Just horrible to play (unplayable).. Can you release update for this game
already? This is such an old version dude.. It gets repetitive, and the 'ending' really is anticlimactic, but beyond those issues it's
good light fun.
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